be hoped that a realization of the facts of the case will serve to righten the matter at once.

The present time the success of the new form of athletic contests between the two lower classes seems assured. Interest is aroused, the teams are well developed, the prize offered is all that could be desired, and an official Technology flag has been selected and will be used for the first time on that occasion. In short, there is only one thing needed to make this contest as successful as it should be, and that is a large attendance. A function of this sort must have a larger following in order to stimulate the participants to do their best. Let every Tech man turn out next Tuesday afternoon and help to swell the attendance. Be present and take all the advantages for a good time that the occasion offers in a legitimate and gentlemanly way, and the meeting must be a successful one.

We wish to congratulate the Sophomore Football Team on their showing against the Harvard Freshmen last Saturday. Although fairly and squarely defeated yet they played hard and the game was by no means one-sided. Considering the fact that one hundred and sixty-five men came out for the Harvard Freshmen team, and also, the limited time our men are able to devote to football, the result is eminently satisfactory. One of the most gratifying features of the game, was the presence of a considerable number of Tech men, who were very enthusiastic in their appreciation of the playing.

As the cable car swung around the corner, the pretty girl who had been clinging to a strap landed gracefully into the lap of a young gentleman, perusing the latest number of Town Topics.

"I beg your pardon!" she said blushing.

"The pleasure is mine," replied the young man absently. — Princeton Tiger.

President Pritchett's Washington Trip.

President Pritchett was in Washington on November 6th in connection with various government boards of which he is still a member. While in Washington he was a guest of Sec. Gage. Dr. Pritchett was one of the board appointed to select the site for the new bureau of standards, and with his approval, which has been given, the Rock Creek site has been unanimously agreed upon, and the purchase made.

Dr. Pritchett conferred with Prof. Tittman the present superintendent of the coast and goeodetic survey, in regard to the plans for the magnetic survey of Massachusetts to be made next summer. In it instructors and students from the Institute will co-operate with the government. Both the magnetic survey and the bureau of standards are projects which Dr. Pritchett started on the present plans. He is also interested in the Washington Memorial organization, which is a plan to enable graduate students to avail themselves of the scientific and educational advantages of the Capitol, without the definite organization of a regular university.

The Tech Flag.

At its meeting Saturday the Institute Committee decided that flag No. 2 be adopted as the official Technology informal flag because of the majority of votes which this one received in the undergraduate election. It is expected that the M. I. T. Corporation will choose a flag for formal use later on.

Upon President Pritchett's suggestion it has been arranged to have a large number of flags made up out of felt and silk at the lowest prices, to be sold in Rogers Corridor the day before Field Day.

Ribbons will be attached to them, so they may be easily carried upon canes.